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Abstract: In recent years, with the development of the permanent magnet linear synchronous motor
(PMLSM), the application of PMLSM has not been limited only to the high-end equipment field; the
primary stator discontinuous segmented-PMLSM (DSPMLSM), which consists of multiple primary
stators and one mover, has also been applied in long-distance transportation systems, such as
electromagnetic launch, high precision material transport, etc. Compared with the symmetry phase
parameters of conventional PMLSM, the stationary electrical parameters vary when the mover enters
and leaves the primary stators (the inter-segment region). At the same time, due to the sectional
power supply, there will be primary suction or pulling force when the mover enters and exits the
inter-segment region, which will lead to large thrust fluctuation and result in lager position error. This
paper proposed a related drive and control strategy about the DSPMLSM system, which improved
the position tracking accuracy during the full range of DSPMLSM. First, the parameter variation
between stator segments has been analyzed through finite element simulation of DSPMLSM. Then,
a double closed-loop series control structure of position-current is designed, in which a PI-Lead
controller was adopted for the position loop and a PI controller was adopted for the current loop. In
order to improve the position tracking accuracy of DSPMLSM, a thrust fluctuation extended state
observer (TFESO) was adopted to observe and compensate the complex thrust disturbances such as
cogging force, friction and other unmodeled thrust fluctuation. At last, the DSPMLSM experimental
stage was established, and the experimental results show that the proposed driver and control theory
can effectively improve the position tracking accuracy of the whole stroke of DSPMLSM.

Keywords: primary stator discontinuous segmented-PMLSM; finite element simulation; driver and
control strategy; PI-Lead controller; extended state observer; thrust fluctuation; position tracking
accuracy

1. Introduction

PMLSM has the advantages of high efficiency and high thrust density, and it has
been widely used in high-end equipment fields [1], such as mask aligners, high-end CNC
machine tools, etc. In recent years, with the gradual deepening of research, PMLSM has
been slowly applied in the fields of rail transit, electromagnetic launch, vertical lifting and
long-distance material transportation [2,3]. The application of PMLSM in long distance
material conveying systems can minimize transmission error, improve material conveying
speed and accuracy, and further improve production efficiency. However, in long-stroke
material conveying systems, DSPMLSM is generally needed, because DSPMLSM is superior
to single-stage PMLSM in manufacturing, maintenance, energy saving, cost, etc. DSPMLSM
includes more than one primary stator, and its mover contains magnetic steel. There are
two possible situations in the process of mover moving: (1) the mover only has overlapping
area with a single primary stator; (2) the mover has overlapping area with two primary
stators. In these two cases, the electrical parameters of the stators are different, and at the
same time, there is bound to be large thrust fluctuation during the entry and exit of the
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primary stators, and the large thrust fluctuation will lead to large position error. Therefore,
the appropriate driver and control strategy of DSPMLSM needs to be studied to improve
the position tracking precision.

Many scholars have studied the design and drive control method of DSPMLSM. Litera-
ture [4] has overviewed the drive method, loss optimization, inverter capacity and primary
length design of SPMLSM, and put forward some ideas according to the characteristics
of DSPMLSM, such as master–slave primary current command drive strategy, primary
stators loss optimal control of SPMLSM, etc. Literature [5,6] analyzes the variation of
the end cogging force of DSPMLSM with the position by the finite element method. The
simulation results show that when the Mover enters and exits the primary stator edge,
there will be a large end cogging force disturbance, the transverse end cogging force plus
the normal suction force will bring a large thrust fluctuation to the mover. The literature
further optimizes the end slot structure and permanent magnet shape to reduce the thrust
fluctuation in the inter-segment region. In reference [7], a cogging force testing device
with a rigid connection of two movers was designed for DSPMLSM, which controls one
mover to drag the other mover at a constant speed and drags back and forth in both
directions to counteract the influence of friction. The relationship between the cogging
force and position was obtained through such testing, and then it was used as feedforward
compensation to thrust fluctuation.

Literature [8–10] theoretically analyzed the variation law of electrical parameters in the
inter-segment region and established the corresponding DSPMLSM model. Literature [8]
obtained the variation law of incremental self-inductance and mutual inductance of seg-
mented permanent magnet motor in the inter-segment region by using energy perturbation
method and analyzed the influence law of different stator and mover length ratios on the
inductance between segments. Literature [9] studies the variation law of d-q axis coupling
inductance of concentrated winding for continuous segmented-PMLSM (CSPMLSM), a
new measure method for d-q axis coupling inductance was proposed, and the influence
of three-phase asymmetry on the d-q axis coupling inductance of CSPMLSM was further
studied. In [10], the asymmetry and saturated effects of three-phase inductance are studied
analytically, and the two-dimensional inductance lookup table was established by convert-
ing the double three-phase current into an α β coordinate system. By introducing sig-mod
function, the flux linkage and back electromotive force in the inter-segment region were
accurately described, and the phase space model of double three-phase CSPMLSM was
established by using these electrical parameters.

As for the driving strategy of DSPMLSM, the literature [11] regards the thrust co-
efficient, back EMF coefficient and self-inductance of the motor as linear changes in the
transition stage in the inter-segment region and makes feedforward compensation for the
cogging force at the edge and in the segments, thus establishing the simulation model of
segmented linear motor system. The reference [12] has implemented experiments based on
the theoretical analysis and simulation model of reference [11]; the experiment adopted
a double closed-loop series control structure of velocity-current (Two PI controller). Due
to the parameter variation between DSPMLSM segments and the disturbance of cogging
force, the speed tracking accuracy is easily affected by parameter variation disturbance. As
for collaborative control of current between adjacent primary stators, to reduce the current
difference between different segments, reference [13] adopted the current synchronization
tracking strategy between segmented stators, and the improved current predictive control
method was combined to improve the current regulation speed and realize the current
synchronization control between stator segments. Simulation and experimental results
show that the improved method can effectively suppress the thrust fluctuation between
segments of segmented linear motor.

Literature [14] used finite element simulation to analyze the asymmetry of back EMF,
the cogging force and the end cogging thrust existing in DSPMLSM. Aiming at reducing
the thrust fluctuation in the inter-segment region, it is proposed to calculate the phase
current instruction by using the back EMF and thrust reference. Simulation and experiment
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results verified that this method is more accurate than d-q axis rotation coordinate system
control, but this method needs to achieve the back EMF value in real time, which is difficult
to implement for DSPMLSM. Literature [15] investigated the characteristics of the PMLSM
applied in ropeless elevators, including d-q axis inductances, PM flux linkage, thrust force,
lowering the copper loss and thrust force ripple, and proposed a new switching method
of primary sections which makes the excited primaries decrease to two sections in most
time ranges compared with three sections in the commonly used method. Literature [16]
divided the moving stroke of the SW-PMLSM into five zones according to the position of
the secondary, and the implementations for both control methods are investigated in the
five zones; however, this paper only investigated the current control of SW-PMLSM.

Literature [17] studied the sensorless control method of segmented PMLSM and
corrected the current controller parameters online according to the calibrated flux linkage
and inductance parameters, but this literature only considered the design of the speed
controller. Literature [18] proposed a SW-PMLSM high-efficiency V/f control method, and
this method combines the advantages of traditional V/f control and field-oriented control;
the advantage of the proposed method is that it does not need to install a position sensor
and can realize simple and high-performance motor drive, but the experimental results
show that there are larger speed fluctuations. In all, from the literature in recent years,
there is little research work about position controller design of DSPMLSM, and this paper
proposed a driver and control method for DSPMLSM.

This paper was organized as follows. In Section 2, the characteristics of electrical
parameters in the inter-segment region of DSPMLSM were analyzed through finite element
simulation. In Section 3, a driver strategy was proposed for DSPMLSM. In Section 4, the
PI-Lead controller and TFESO for DSPMLSM was designed. In Section 5, the experimental
stage was established, and the proposed scheme was verified by experimental results.
Finally, the conclusion was given in Section 6.

2. Electrical Parameters Characteristics Analysis of DSPMLSM

The finite element model of DSPMLSM was built in ANSYS, as shown in Figure 1.
The mover is the secondary magnetic poles, and the coreless winding is the primary stators.
Pole–slot ratio of DSPMLSM is 10 poles and 12 slots, the pole distance is 31.25 mm and the
air gap is 1.5 mm.

Figure 1. Finite element model of DSPMLSM.

Through the finite element analysis, the self-inductance curves of the two primary
stators were shown in Figure 2. The asymmetry of the three-phase self-inductance is
obvious, and the asymmetry of the phase inductance is more obvious when the mover
enters and leaves the primary stator.

In order to analyze the variation law of self-inductance and the mutual inductance
of phase inductance, the self-inductance and mutual inductance curves of phase A were
extracted as shown in Figure 3. As seen from the waveforms of self-inductance in Figure 3a
and the mutual inductance in Figure 3b, when the mover is in the inter-segment region,
both self-inductance and mutual inductance vary linearly. We can explain the linear
variation law through the inductance formula L = N2λ, where N is the winding turns, and
λ is the permeability related to the overlapping area of the primary stators and the mover;
due to the linear variation of the overlapping area, the inductance varies linearly in the
inter-segment region.
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Figure 2. Self-inductance waveform of DSPMLSM.

Figure 3. Inductance waveform of Phase A. (a) Self−inductance of two adjacent stators in the
inter−segment region; (b) mutual inductance of two adjacent stators in the inter−segment region.

After inductance data post−processing, the d−q axis self−inductance and mutual
inductance of two adjacent stators were achieved as shown in Figure 4 It can be seen from
the waveform that the d−q axis self-inductance and mutual inductance of the single stator
both have the second harmonic component caused by the asymmetry phase inductance.
The amplitude of the second harmonic component accounts for about 8% of the total q axis
inductance value, and the second harmonic component increases obviously when the
mover is in the inter−segment region. In order to further study the initial phase angle of
the second harmonic component in d−q axis inductance, Lqqave and Ldqave were obtained by
averaging the two primary stator’s q axis self−inductance and d−q axis mutual inductance,
as shown in Figure 4c,d. It can be seen that the initial harmonic phase angles in d−q axis
inductance are basically equal; the influence of the second harmonic inductance cannot
cancel out each other for two adjacent stators. Therefore, it will result in thrust fluctuation
in the inter−segment region.
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Figure 4. D−q axis self-inductance and mutual inductance waveform of DSPMLSM. (a) Q axis
self−inductance of two adjacent stators in the inter−segment region; (b) d−q axis mutual inductance
of two adjacent stators in the inter−segment region; (c) average of q axis self−inductance; (d) average
of d−q axis mutual inductance.

The d−q axis flux linkage was shown in Figure 5. The d axis flux linkage (permanent
magnet flux linkage) waveform in the inter−segment region was shown in Figure 5a. The
variation law of the flux linkage is similar to the d−q axis inductance, which is changed
linearly in the inter−segment region. It can be explained that the overlapping area of the
mover’s permanent magnet and primary stator winding changes linearly when the mover
moves in constant velocity. From the waveform, the d axis flux linkage contains a first
harmonic component with large amplitude, and the phase angle difference of d axis flux
linkage harmonic is 180°. The q axis flux linkage contains the second harmonic component
in the inter-segment region, which leads to the thrust fluctuation.

Figure 5. D−q axis flux linkage waveform of DSPMLSM. (a) The d axis flux linkage of two ad-
jacent stators in the inter−segment region; (b) q axis flux linkage of two adjacent stators in the
inter−segment region.
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3. Driver Strategy of DSPMLSM

The vector diagram of the DSPMLSM is shown in Figure 6, in which the d-q rotation
coordinate system was assumed to be located on the mover, the coordinate axes A1 and A2
represent the spatial positions of the A−phase winding axes of two adjacent segmented
primary stators, and θd is the gap electrical angle of the adjacent two primary lengths. If
the primary lengths add sectional air gap lengths of an integral multiple of 2τ (τ is the pole
distance), the positions of A1 and A2 will coincide in the d−q rotation coordinate system.
β1 and β2 are the angles between the d axis of the mover and the adjacent two primary
stators’ A phase axis, respectively.

Figure 6. Vector diagram of the DSPMLSM.

According to the vector diagram, the expression of the current vector of the adjacent
primary stators were shown in Equation (1).

is1 = is1ej(θr1+β1)

is2 = is2ej(θr2+β2)
(1)

In order to achieve a smooth transition between the two primary stators, it is necessary
to adjust the phase of the second primary current is2 to lag behind the phase β1 of the first
primary current is1 (satisfy that β2 = β1 −θd), so that the thrust angles of the two primary
stators are equal. The corresponding thrust formula is shown in Equation (2).

Fe = Fe1 + Fe2 = 3π
2τ p

(
ψ f 1iq1 + ψ f 2iq2

)
= 3π

2τ p(ψ f 1 + ψ f 2)is1 sin β
(2)

The block diagram of the drive and control system for DSPMLSM was shown in
Figure 7, which includes two drivers, two sampling modules and one controller. The
DSPMLSM consists of four primary stators and one mover, in which 1/3 primary stators
share the same driver and sampling module, while 2/4 primary stators share the other
driver and sampling module, and the winding and driver are switched by solid state relays.

The strategy power supply switch for primary stators was shown in Figure 8. First,
according to the position of the mover, it is judged whether the solid-state relays act to
realize the connection and disconnection between the primary winding and the inverter. At
the same time, in order to avoid circulation between the two primary stators corresponding
to the same inverter, a power supply stopping area (green area) was set during the primary
stator switching process. In this area, the solid-state relays of the two primary stators
participating in the switching are all disconnected, and the corresponding inverter current
command is zero.
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Figure 7. Block diagram of drive and control system for DSPMLSM.

Figure 8. Strategy of primary stators switching power supply.

4. Design of Position Controller and Thrust Fluctuation Observer for DSPMLSM

In reference [12], the velocity-current double closed-loop control strategy is adopted to
drive and control DSPMLSM. In order to further improve the position tracking accuracy of
DSPMLSM, this paper adopted the position-current double closed-loop control, in which
the position loop adopts a PI-Lead controller, and the current loop adopts a PI controller.
The thrust fluctuation was compensated by adding a thrust fluctuation observer.

4.1. Design of PI-Lead Controller for DSPMLSM

First, the mechanical model of the DSPMLSM was established. The control of the
DSPMLSM can be approximated as a double integral, and it can be expressed as Equation (3),
where kf is the thrust coefficient of the DSPMLSM and M is the mass of the mover.{

dx
dt = v

dv
dt =

k f
M iq

(3)
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Carry out a Laplace transform on Equation (3), and the position-current transfer
function was achieved as shown in Equation (4), where m = M/kf.

X(s)
Iq(s)

=
1

ms2 (4)

PI-Lead controller consists of a PI controller with a lead compensator. Its transfer
function is shown in Equation (5), where ωi is the corner frequency of the PI controller, and
ω1 and ω2 are the lead compensator corner frequency.

Cs = Kp(1 +
ωi
s
)
(1 + s

ω1
)

(1 + s
ω2

)
(5)

Combined with the DSPMLSM model, the PI-Lead controller was added to obtain
the open-loop transfer function of the system as shown in Equation (6). According to
the expected system characteristics, the relationship between several corner frequencies
of the controller and the cutoff frequency ωc of the open-loop system should satisfy
ωi < ω1 < ωc < ω2, thus the bode diagram of the open-loop system can be obtained as
shown in Figure 9.

Gs =
Kpωi(1 + s

ωi
)(1 + s

ω1
)

ms3(1 + s
ω2

)
(6)

Figure 9. Bode diagram of expected open−loop system.

The mass of the mover is M = 14 kg, the thrust coefficient is kf = 108.2 N/A and
the designed integrator corner frequency is fi = 10 Hz. The bandwidth of intermediate
frequency h = 16, and the cutoff frequency fc = 40 Hz. The two corner frequencies of the
lead compensator can be obtained by Equation (7).{

ω1 = ωc√
h

ω2 = ωc
√

h
(7)

The inverter and other links are regarded as proportional links with a gain of 1, and
the block diagram of the PI-Lead controller and acceleration feedforward control system
can be further drawn as shown in Figure 10, where r is the position reference.
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Figure 10. Block diagram of the PI−Lead controller and acceleration feedforward control.

4.2. TFESO Design

ESO regards all system disturbances as concentrated disturbances and expands them
into a new state variable. It does not depend on the specific mathematical model of
disturbances and does not need to directly measure its effects. This method is simpler
and more practical in suppressing system disturbances [19]. This paper adopted TFESO
to observe the thrust fluctuation of DSPMLSM. The following section is about the design
principle of thrust fluctuation TFESO.

First, the mechanical model of DSPMLSM considering thrust fluctuation was shown
in Equation (8), where Fq was concentrated thrust disturbance, including friction f, cogging
force Fc and other unmodeled disturbance forces ξ f. In Equation (8), x is the position of
the mover, v is the velocity of mover, kt is the thrust coefficient of single stator and iq is the
q axis current. 

.
x = v
.
v =

ktiq
M +

Fq
M

Fq = f + Fc + ξF

(8)

By expanding the thrust fluctuation component into a new state variable of the system
and considering the derivative in terms of thrust fluctuation, the state space expression of
the system can be obtained as shown in Equation (9).{ .

x = Ax + Bu
y = Cx

(9)

where x =
[
x v Fq

]T , A =

 0 1 0
0 0 1/M
0 0 0

, B =

 0
1
0

, C =
[

1 0 0
]

and u = kfiq/M.

According to the reference [19], the TFESO can be designed as shown in Equation (10).
β = [β1 β2 β3] is the gains of TFESO; the tuning principle of the observer gain parameters
can be carried out according to the method given in [20]; x̂ was the observed state.

.
^
x = Ax̂ + Bu + β(x− x̂) (10)

We can further obtain the TFESO expression shown in Equation (11), where e is the
position error, and the essence of the observer is driven by e.

e = x− x̂
.
x̂ = v̂ + β1e
.
v̂ =

ktiq
M +

F̂q+β2e
M

F̂q = β3e

(11)
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Furthermore, the discretization form of TFESO through forward Euler method can be
achieved as shown in Equation (12), where Ts is the period of the position loop.

ek = xk − x̂k
x̂k+1 = x̂k + Ts(v̂k + β1ek)

v̂k+1 = v̂k + Ts(
ktiqk

M +
F̂qk+β2ek

M )
F̂qk+1 = F̂qk + Tsβ3ek

(12)

According to the reference [20], when the gains of the TFESO observer are selected prop-
erly, the following asymptotic relationship can be obtained: x̂k+1 → xk+1 , F̂qk+1 → Fqk+1 .

Finally, three degrees of freedom controller based on the PI-Lead controller, the
acceleration feedforward and the thrust fluctuation feedforward compensation based on
TFESO were shown in Figure 11, where r is the position reference.

Figure 11. Block diagram of PI−Lead controller, acceleration feedforward and thrust fluctuation observer feedforward.

5. Experiment Results

In order to validate the performance of the proposed driver and control strategy, an
experimental DSPMLSM was established as shown in Figure 12. The structure of the
DSPMLSM is composed of four primary stators and one mover. The mover is supported by
guide rails. Four distributed grating ruler reading heads were installed in the whole travel
range. The primary stators were made by Akribis (AKM100-B2). The distance between
each primary stators is 420 mm, and the pole–slot ratio of the DSPMLSM is 10 poles and
12 slots. The main parameters of the primary stators are shown in Table 1.

Figure 12. Structure of DSPMLSM system.

The drive and control system of DSPMLSM was shown in Figure 13. The power
supply system contains three power supplies: control system power supply, relay power
supply and DC bus power supply. The microprocessor of the control system adopts the
digital signal processor (DSP) and field programmable gate array (FPGA). The selected DSP
is TMS320F28335, which was a 32-bit floating-point microcontroller with 200 MHz, and the
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TMS320F28379D is responsible for implementing current sampling, field-oriented control
and closed-loop control. The selected FPGA is XCS50, which was used to communicate with
four grating ruler reading heads, calculate the current position of the mover, and control
the state of the solid-state relays. The communication protocol between TMS320F28379
and FPGA is SPI, and the CAN monitor was used to communicate with TMS320F28379.

Table 1. Main parameters of the primary stators.

Parameters Value

Phase resistance (Ω) 4.5
Phase inductance (mH) 116

Nominal thrust (N) 1159.3
Peak thrust (N) 1610.5

Pole distance (mm) 21

Figure 13. Driver and control system of DSPMLSM.

5.1. PI-Lead Position Control

The third-order trajectory planning was adopted to obtain the position reference. At
first, the PI-Lead controller which added acceleration feedforward was used to control the
DSPMLSM. The trajectory of the position control is a reciprocating motion; The constant
velocity is 0.02 m/s, and the acceleration is 0.4 m/s2. The experimental waveform collected
by the CAN monitor was shown in Figure 14. From Figure 14b, it can be seen that the
position tracking error of the mover is about ±15 µm. As shown by the blue dotted line
area in Figure 14b, the large error in the red dotted area was caused by start overshoot. The
error in the blue dotted area was caused by inter-segmented thrust fluctuation. We can see
that the position error is much larger in the inter-segment region.

Figure 14. PI−Lead controller experimental results. (a) Position reference; (b) position track error.
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5.2. PI-Lead Position Control and TFESO Feedforward

On the basis of PI-Lead and acceleration feedforward, ESO thrust fluctuation observer
feedforward compensation was added, and the observer bandwidth ω = 500 rad/s was
set. According to the literature [20], we can calculate the observe gains β1 = 3ω, β2 = 3ω2,
β3 =ω3. The experimental waveform is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. PI-Lead controller and TFESO feedforward. (a) Position reference; (b) observed disturbance force; (c) q axis
current of DSPMLSM; (d) position error.

Figure 15a is the position reference, and Figure 15b is the thrust fluctuation value
observed by TFESO. From the observed values, it can be seen that the friction of the guide
rail is about 50 N, and there is a large thrust fluctuation of the motor in the inter-segment
area, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis. By compensating the observed
thrust fluctuation into the thrust reference, it can be seen from Figure 15d that the position
tracking error reduced to ±5 µm.

6. Conclusions

The main works of this paper can be summarized as follows.

1. Compared with conventional PMLSM, the parameters of DSPMLSM are varied in
the inter-segment region, and the thrust coefficient is also varied. In this paper, the
inter-segment parameter characteristics of DSPMLSM were systematically analyzed
by finite element software.

2. According to the characteristics of DSPMLSM systems, the appropriate driver strat-
egy and primary stator switching power supply strategy were proposed, and the
experimental stage was built to verify the driver and control strategy.

3. The PI-Lead controller and TFESO feedforward were designed to reduce the position
tracking error from ±15 µm to ±5 µm, which effectively improves the position
tracking accuracy of DSPMLSM.
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